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Background and research question 
• “Busy” directors continue to be the subject of policy debate

– Proxy advisory firms and shareholder advocates recommend 
limiting the number of board appointments 

– Many U.S. firms have adopted restrictions on multiple 
directorships (S&P500: 27% in 2006, 74% in 2016)

• The academic evidence is mixed
– Dark side: Core et al. (1999), Fich & Shivdasani (2006), Falato

et al. (2014), Stein & Zhao (2016), …
– Bright side: Field et al. (2013), Elyasiania & Zhang (2015), …
– No effect: Ferris et al. (2003), Larcker et al. (2007)

• Research question: When are busy directors beneficial to 
shareholders, and when are they likely to be harmful?
Þ Derive conditions in a Tirole-ian information-theoretic model
Þ Use exogenous shocks to director attention to test the model



What’s new?
No prior model of busyness

• Adams, Hermalin & Weisbach (JEL 2010) sketch a 

trade-off between lack of time and high ability

We generalize this in two ways

1. Monitoring synergies across firms 

– Directors on multiple boards can experience negative or 

positive monitoring synergies across firms

2. Strategic interaction among directors on a board

– Directors can affect each other’s monitoring incentives 

– “Strategic complements”: more monitoring by one 

director increases co-directors’ incentives to monitor

– “Strategic substitutes”: more monitoring by one 

director reduces co-directors’ incentives to monitor



Contributions
• Identify two novel factors that determine the costs and 

benefits of having a busy director on the board
– Neither is necessary or sufficient on its own
– Contrary to common intuition, busy directors are more

harmful when their skills are high relative to co-directors 

• Our empirical results support a nuanced view
– Busy directors can be either harmful or beneficial

• “Merge” the literatures on personnel economics and boards
– Apply the notion of strategic interaction from the 

personnel econ literature to the analysis of boards
– Provide large-sample evidence on strategic interaction 

based on a natural experiment in a high-stakes setting 



Model



The model
• Two firms, two directors (one serves on both boards)

– differ in ability and incentives
• Costly monitoring Þ Bayesian updating

– collect signals about firm’s state to inform board’s action
• Cross-firm monitoring synergies

– negative = time constraint
– positive = monitoring one firm may raise the joint 

director’s monitoring productivity at the other firm
• Strategic interaction Þ Bayesian-Nash equilibrium

– strategic complementarity: marginal cost of effort 
decreases in the other director’s effort choice

– strategic substitutability: marginal cost of effort 
increases in the other director’s effort choice



Monitoring synergies across firms

Consider an exogenous shock that causes director 1 to 
monitor firm A more closely. What happens at firm B?

Proposition 1 (Bayesian-Nash equilibrium) 
• If net monitoring synergies are negative, the shock 

reduces director 1’s effort at firm B: !"#¯.
• If net monitoring synergies are positive, the shock 

increases director 1’s effort at firm B: !"#.
• [Plus some cool comparative statics]

Direct effect



Monitoring synergies across firms

Consider an exogenous shock that causes director 1 to 
monitor firm A more closely. What else happens at firm B?

Proposition 2 (Bayesian-Nash equilibrium) 
Indirect effect



Proposition 3:
Suppose that ! > #!. Whether busyness on other boards benefits or 
harms shareholders depends on synergies and strategic interaction:

When are busy directors harmful?



Proposition 3:
Suppose that ! > #!. Whether busyness on other boards benefits or 
harms shareholders depends on synergies and strategic interaction:

• With strategic complements, the results are unambiguous: 
– Busyness is beneficial (+) if monitoring synergies are positive
– Busyness is harmful (-) if monitoring synergies are negative

• Intuition:
– A negative shock at one firm causes the busy director to monitor 

more or less at her other firms, depending on the synergies
– Strategic complementarity Þ the co-directors’ response at the 

“spillover” firm reinforces the busy director’s initial adjustment

When are busy directors harmful?



Proposition 3:
Suppose that ! > #!. Whether busyness on other boards benefits or 
harms shareholders depends on synergies and strategic interaction:

• With strategic substitutes, can get counter-intuitive results: 
– Busyness can be harmful (-) even if synergies are positive
– Busyness can be beneficial (+) even if synergies are negative

• Intuition:
– Directors’ monitoring efforts move in opposite directions:

• Closer monitoring by the busy director crowds out monitoring
• Less monitoring by the busy director crowds in monitoring

– If co-directors are relatively more skilled, their countervailing 
reactions more than offset the busy director’s move

When are busy directors harmful?
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Empirical strategy
Building blocks
1. A shock to the joint director’s busyness at firm A

– Kelly & Ljungqvist (RFS 2012): brokerage closures (used for 

standard diff-in-diff)

2. A measure of each director’s monitoring effort 

– 75% attendance standard (Item 407(b) of Reg S-K)

3. A way of signing the monitoring synergies between 

any pair of firms linked by a joint director

– related industry?

– informationally related? (Hameed et al. RFS 2015)

Sample and data
• Combine data from CRSP, Compustat, and I/B/E/S 

with board data from The Corporate Library 

• Sample period: 2000-2008

• 188,542 director-firm-fiscal year observations



Empirical design

Step 0: Ljungqvist and Raff (2018)
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 or ¯ ?

Proposition 1(i):
• !"# when synergies are +
• !"#¯ when synergies are –



Positive vs. negative synergies 

All regressions include various controls and director-spell FE



Empirical design

Step 2:
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Proposition 2:
+ syn. – syn.

Strat. subst. "#$¯ "#$
Strat. comp. "#$ "#$¯



Strategic substitutes vs. 
strategic complements 

Dir 2’s monitoring job becomes
harder the less monitoring effort
Dir 1 supplies, so Dir 2 reduces
her monitoring accordingly

Suggests strategic complements:

All regressions include various controls and director-spell FE



Strategic substitutes vs. 
strategic complements 

Suggests strategic complements:

But dir 1’s effort supply is 
endogenous to her expectation
of dir 2’s response

All regressions include various controls and director-spell FE



Strategic substitutes vs. 
strategic complements 

Suggests strategic complements:

Instrument dir 1’s effort choice
with dir 1’s background character-
istics (history of poor attendance)

Exclusion restriction: dir 1’s history 
does not affect dir 2’s response
to dir 1’s actual attendance failure

All regressions include various controls and director-spell FE



Strategic substitutes vs. 
strategic complements 

Still suggests strategic 
complements.

(Large increase in coeff.
reflects measurement 
error which the IV helps 
correct.)

All regressions include various controls and director-spell FE



Strategic substitutes vs. 
strategic complements 

Crisis situations:
• large utility cost of monitoring shortfall
• if dir 1 reduces monitoring, dir 2 monitors

more to compensate
ÞStrategic substitutes

All regressions include various controls and director-spell FE



Strategic substitutes vs. 
strategic complements 

All regressions include various controls and director-spell FE



Empirical design
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Proposition 3:
• !" when synergies are + 

(unless S/S & dir. 2 high ability)
• !"¯ when synergies are –

(unless S/S & dir. 2 high ability)



The net benefit of busy directors

Fama-French 3-factor announcement-day returns
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Fama-French 3-factor announcement-day returns



Conclusions



Summary 
• Whether busyness is harmful or beneficial depends on 

the interplay of synergies and strategic interaction 
(neither is necessary or sufficient on its own)
– making a busy director busier elsewhere is beneficial when 

synergies are positive – unless there are strategic substitutes 
and the other directors have high ability, in which case synergies 
have to be negative for shareholders to benefit

• Our empirical evidence shows that 
– synergies affect monitoring choices
– interaction is typically in strategic complements

ÞOur model suggests that busy directors are beneficial 
when synergies are + and harmful when they are –

• Event-study results are consistent with these predictions


